I am David Chabeaux. From “groundbreaking” change workshops
and keynotes, to galvanising social change using music and film,
my work as a world renowned educator, performer & director is

“a spark that ignites the fires of positive change” in
people, organisations and communities worldwide.
Known for the “highly creative,
inspiring, provocative, often
funny and slightly irreverent”
way I promote permission and
possibility in people, and
drawing on unique insights
from living and leading
creativity, performance and
change every day for over
twenty five years,

I build an
emotional glue
that transforms
cultures into
great cultures.

Simply put, I work with the
leaders, teams and individuals
of an organisation to ensure

the right people are in the
right places doing the
right things at the
right time in the
right way for the
right reasons

so the people/organisation/community can
consistently lead change, be highly
innovative and execute brilliant results.

For nearly two decades I’ve worked with many of the world’s
most influential leaders, brands, organisations and
institutions, delivering world-class results around
organisational, cultural and social change. I also worked
directly for, and with, change guru Stephen R Covey (author
of seminal book The 7 Habits Of Highly Effective People)
from whose mentorship I learnt an extraordinary amount.
Some of the clients I’ve collaborated with over the years
include….

“David is a real innovator, a
pioneer and a SPARK that ignites
the fires of positive change.”
- Global SVP, Cisco Systems
“Your sessions
completely changed the
culture between ACE
and Music Services.
Amazing. Thank you.”
- Deputy CEO, Arts
Council England

“Your work with the
graduates inspired, enabled
and prepared them. It really
has changed their lives.”
- HR Director,
Jaguar Land Rover SA

As an artist, I have appeared in a number
of hit global films and TV shows including

My music has been used to galvanise
social change globally. The songs
‘LionHearts’ and ‘Children Of The Sun’
from my 2015 album SPARK
brought Nobel Peace Prize winner and
activist Desmond Tutu to the cause of the
sacred White Lions of South Africa and are
currently used by campaigns worldwide
attempting to ban wildlife trophy hunting.
This is something I’m hugely proud of.
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Right. This “emotional glue” stuff. I help
build great cultures by

Unleashing

1. Truth

Because your culture is ‘what people do when no-one’s looking’.

Culture is like air; it’s everywhere, every second, affecting everything to do with your organisation. Often,
the real truth of what’s going on in our culture eludes us, replaced by assumptions. I provide a bridge,
between senior leaders, managers and folk on the ground, building relationships that are trusting, honest
and open in a way that is never truly possible between boss and employee (no matter how good the
relationship seems to be). I create space for individuals to learn, share their ideas and biggest issues, and
open up honestly about what holds them back and what they hide from leaders for fear of negative
consequences (whether real or imagined). Having me as a “safe pair of hands”, removed from the
organisation and able to skilfully work with both leaders and employees, is invaluable. It enables change to
happen in far more effective and efficient ways that take root and grow. This collective experience and
openness of dialogue builds a strong ‘emotional glue’ across the culture.

2. Clarity

3. Permissions

Because you can’t see the system
from inside that same system.

Because you can’t hold people responsible for
results if you supervise their methods.
In collaboration with the culture’s leaders, I help create an
atmosphere that firstly helps employees trust, and believe,
that they have the permission to change, to tap into their
inherent creativity, to step into their own responsibility and
to get excited and motivated about doing so. This is
VITAL, at what is a very vulnerable time for employees as
they go through the discomfort of bedding in new habits
and behaviours, testing what the consequences are (or
aren’t) of their application. This environment of safety and
support creates a powerful ‘emotional glue’ and is what’s
often missing in the culture of organisations in today’s
chaotic business world. That’s why change often doesn’t
happen (or doesn’t happen in a sustained way).

4. Trust
Because you can’t talk your way out of a
situation you’ve behaved your way into.
Trust changes everything. It’s the ultimate
‘emotional glue’. I’m passionate about
exceptional customer service and how
internal and external customer loyalty is a
natural output of self motivated, valued,
well developed and respected employees. I
understand the power of working for
leaders you respect and value.

As I build the above ‘bridge’, I’m able to
share with senior leaders what is emerging
from the ‘collective cultural voice’ and what
may need changing to shift problems and
free employees to do their jobs with renewed
vigour and excitement. I can then guide
leaders around the most effective ways to
implement these changes whilst building
trust, confidence and ‘emotional glue’ with
their people, rather than damaging or
causing strain on these vital relationships.

5. Performance
Because when all’s said and done,
more gets said than done.

I inspire performance, change and ‘emotional glue’
because of who I am. I’m able to powerfully take
complex concepts and situations, synthesise them and
help others break them down, create new and better
ways of achieving success together and figure out for
themselves how to bring this into reality, with sustained
execution. The value I bring through these practical
actions is huge and can be measured in many ways,
which is always desirable for any business seeking to
seriously invest in real, sustained change.
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